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Selection of the Best of 2017 in Interventional
Cardiology: Revolution in the Study of Coronary
Physiology and New Parameters
Selección de lo mejor del año 2017 en cardiologı́a
intervencionista: revolución en el estudio de la fisiologı´a
coronaria y nuevos parámetros
To the Editor,
The use of coronary physiology as an invasive method for
identifying hemodynamically significant coronary stenosis in
stable patients dates back to the 1990s. However, following the
results of the DEFER trial1 and particularly the FAME trial,2 which
demonstrated that the use of fractional flow reserve (FFR) to guide
revascularization reduced major adverse cardiac events (MACE)
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compared with angiography-guided revascularization, the technique has gained importance in clinical decision-making regarding
patients with multivessel coronary disease.
Against this background, the emergence in recent years of a
new invasive index for assessing coronary disease severity at rest
without the need for induction of hyperemia has revolutionized
the scientific community. Specifically, the instantaneous wavefree ratio (iFR) (Figure 1) shows a similar or even better ability than
FFR to precisely detect myocardial ischemia. However, until 2017,
there were no clinical studies that compared the use of iFR-guided
vs FFR-guided revascularization. The DEFINE-FLAIR trial3 included
more than 2000 patients with intermediate coronary stenosis, with
questionable severity, who were randomized to receive FFRguided or iFR-guided revascularization. That trial was a noninferiority study for MACE at 1 year of follow-up. The cutoff values for
indication for revascularization were FFR  0.80 and iFR  0.89.

Figure. Illustration of microvascular flow velocity, pressure and resistance waves during the cardiac cycle. There is a period during diastole when flow velocity is
high and pressure is low. This leads to lower microvascular resistance during the wave-free period. The iFR is calculated using an automatic algorithm that
calculates the ratio at rest between the distal coronary pressure and the aortic pressure during the wave-free period. iFR, instantaneous wave-free ratio; Pa, aortic
pressure; Pd, distal coronary pressure.
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Table
Table Summarizing the Different Studies That Have Used Coronary Physiology to Guide Percutaneous Revascularization
Trial

Trial design

No. of patients

Endpoint

Results

DEFER1

Randomized
3 groups:
– FFR > 0.75 randomized to PTCA
or deferred treatment
– FFR < 0.75 PTCA (reference
group)

325 patients sent
for PTCA without
documented
ischemia

Absence of adverse cardiac events
at 24 months of follow-up

> 0.75 group: event-free survival similar
between the PTCA group and deferred group
(83% vs 89%)
< 0.75 group: significant reduction in events
(78%)

DEFER-15 YEARS2

—

—

—

Mortality was similar in the 3 groups: 33.0%
in the deferred group, 31.1% in the PTCA
group, and 36.1% in the reference group
(P = .79). The rate of myocardial infarction
was significantly lower in the deferred group
(2.2%) than in the PCTA group (10.0%) (P = .03)

FAME3

Randomized
angiography-guided vs FFRguided (> 0.80) revascularization

1005 with
multivessel disease

Mortality rate, nonfatal AMI and
need for revascularization at 1 year
of follow-up

Rate of events lower in the FFR-guided group
(13.1% vs 18%; P = .029)

FAME-5 YEARS2

—

—

—

MACE rate similar at 5 years (31% vs 28%;
P = .31)

FAME-II2

Patients with at least 1 lesion
with FFR < 0.80 randomized to
PCI or medical treatment

1220 with stable
angina

Combined endpoint of death from all
causes, nonfatal AMI, and urgent
revascularization at 2 years

The MACE rate was significantly lower in the
PCI group (8.1% vs 10.5%; P < .001)

DEFINE-FLAIR3

Patients with intermediate
lesions randomized to
revascularization with iFR
or with FFR
iFR  0.89 or FFR  0.80

2492 (80% were
stable)

Combined endpoint of death from all
causes, nonfatal AMI and unplanned
revascularization at 1 year

The rate of events was 6.8% in the iFR group
and 7.0% in the FFR group
(P < .001 for noninferiority)

SWEDE-HEART4

Patients with intermediate
lesions randomized to
revascularization with iFR
or with FFR
iFR  0.89 or FFR  0.80

2037 with
intermediate
coronary lesions

Combined endpoint of death from all
causes, nonfatal AMI and unplanned
revascularization at 1 year

The rate of events was 6.7% in the iFR group
and 6.1% in the FFR group
(P < .007 for noninferiority)

AMI, acute myocardial infarction; FFR, fractional flow reserve; iFR, instantaneous wave-free ratio; MACE, major adverse cardiac events; PCI, percutaneous coronary
intervention; PTCA, percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty.

Although a similar number of lesions were analyzed in both
groups, there were fewer functionally significant lesions in the iFR
group (451 vs 557; P = .004). Consequently, significantly fewer
lesions were revascularized in the iFR group than in the FFR group.
At 1 year of follow-up, the primary endpoint of noninferiority of
iFR to FFR was reached. In addition, there were fewer adverse
events and symptoms related to adenosine use during the
procedure and the procedure time was shorter (4.5 min) in the
iFR group.
The second published study was the iFR-SWEDEHEART trial,4
with a very similar design to the DEFINE-FLAIR trail. This was a
randomized noninferiority trial, with the same primary endpoint.
Unlike the previous study, it included a somewhat higher
percentage of unstable patients; furthermore, although the
number of stenoses assessed was significantly higher in the iFR
group, the number of functionally significant lesions was
significantly lower in that group. Once again, iFR use was
demonstrated to be noninferior to FFR for incidence of events at
1 year of follow-up (Table 1). Research on iFR as a useful diagnostic
tool in patients with coronary disease culminated with the SYNTAX
II study.5 This was a multicenter, all-comers, open-label, single arm
study that compared clinical outcomes in patients with multivessel disease revascularized according to the SYNTAX II strategy
with historical cohorts from the SYNTAX I study. The SYNTAX II
strategy includes the use of the SYNTAX II score6 (a clinical tool
that combines anatomical and clinical characteristics) for risk
assessment according to revascularization method. All patients
with multivessel lesions were presented in a multidisciplinary
(Heart Team) session; the study included patients whose
probability of events at 4 years was similar whether they received
surgical or percutaneous revascularization. All patients were

revascularized with coronary physiology guidance (in 73.8% of
the lesions, iFR was used alone) and stents were optimized with
intravascular ultrasound. Finally, 454 patients were considered
suitable for angioplasty. At 1 year of follow-up, the SYNTAX II
strategy was superior to the SYNTAX I PCI cohort due to a
significant reduction in MACE rate, mainly due to a lower incidence
of infarction and need for revascularization. The rates of all-cause
mortality and death from stroke were similar in the 2 groups, and
the rate of definite stent thrombosis was lower in the SYNTAX II
group. In conclusion, iFR has been confirmed as a useful parameter
in the diagnosis and treatment of patients with multivessel lesions;
this will simplify the procedure and will undoubtedly promote its
rapid uptake in catheterization laboratories nation-wide.
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Selection of the Best of 2017 in Left Atrial
Appendage Occlusion: Filling the Gap
in Knowledge
Selección de lo mejor del año 2017 en cierre percutáneo de la
orejuela izquierda: completando la evidencia cientı́fica
To the Editor,
It has been demonstrated that percutaneous closure of the left
atrial appendage (LAA) is an alternative to oral anticoagulation
(OAC) with coumarins in patients with nonvalvular atrial
fibrillation (AF), especially in those with a contraindication.
However, the latest European guidelines on AF1 have not changed
the previous grade of recommendation for LAA occlusion and they
have retained a class IIb indication and level of evidence B for
patients with a long-term contraindication for OAC due to
untreatable bleeding problems. The justification for this decision
lies in the high real-world complication rates, which are based on
the analysis of insurance company databases, systematic reviews,
and the lack of current data on LAA occluders compared with the
new direct OACs for embolic prevention (sections 9.3.1 and 15.6 of
the guidelines). In addition, the guidelines recognize other gaps in
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the evidence, such as the role of LAA occlusion in managing
patients who have already experienced bleeding or stroke (section
15.7) or after intracranial hemorrhage (section 9.4.3).
Several articles2–4 have been recently published that address
these aspects and offer guidance on clinical decision making.
Table 1 shows their main characteristics and results. Although
these studies are observational single cohort studies or propensity
score-matched control group studies, they provide valuable
information in fields as complex as embolic prevention after
bleeding (especially after intracranial hemorrhage) or very high
risk of bleeding. In general, they demonstrate the efficacy and
safety of LAA occlusion compared with the standard treatment of
these patients (many of whom are without OAC due to their
bleeding risk). Even the 2 matched control group studies (NielsenKudsk et al.2 and Gloeker et al. [NCT02787525]) demonstrate
reductions in overall mortality. Another common finding is the
wide variability in pharmacological treatment after LAA occlusion,
reflecting the heterogeneity of patients with bleeding or at high
risk of bleeding.
In all these studies, a common feature is the absence
of procedure- or device-related deaths. Evidence in support of
reductions in the incidence of complications has already been

Table
Recently Published Studies on Percutaneous Closure of the Left Atrial Appendage
Nielsen-Kudsk et al.2

Cruz-González et al.3

Korsholm et al.4

Gloekler et al.
(NCT02787525)

Type of study

Propensity scorematched

Observational

Observational

Propensity score-matched

Indication for LAA occlusion

Intracranial hemorrhage

Intracranial
hemorrhage

Previous bleeding or
high bleeding risk

Not defined

Number of patients

151 + 151 pairs with SMT
aspirin, 44%; without
treatment, 31%

47

110

500 + 500 pairs treated
with OAC(D)

CHA2D2S-VASc

3.9

5

4.4

4.3

HAS-BLED

4.2

4

4.1

3

Treatment after LAA occlusion

Aspirin only, 62%

Dual antiplatelet, 81%

Aspirin only, 85%

-

Follow-up, patient-y

150

108

265

2645

Mortality per 100 patient-y

1.7 vs 15.6; HR = 0.11*

-

7.5

8.3 vs 11.6; HR = 0.72*

Ischemic stroke per 100 patient-y

1.7 vs 8.1; HR = 0.21

2

2.3; RRR, 61%

2.0 vs 3.2; HR = 0.62

ICH per 100 patient-y

0.8 vs 9.5; HR = 0.10*

2

1.4

0.1 vs 0.5; HR = 0.20

Major bleeding per 100 patient-y

3.5 vs 9.5; HR = 0.28*

-

3.8; RRR, 57%

3.6 vs 4.6; HR = 0.80

Net benefit per 100 patient-y

5.3 vs 36.7; HR = 0.16*

-

-

8.1 vs 10.9; HR = 0.76*

ICH, intracranial hemorrhage; HR, hazard ratio; LAA, left atrial appendage, OAC(D), direct oral anticoagulants; RRR, relative risk reduction (relative to the predicted value
according to the scales); SMT, standard medical treatment.
*
P <.05.

